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Thunderobot Shadow Wing HL504 Headphones (White)
Thunderobot  Shadow  Wing  HL504  are  exceptional  headphones  in  an  elegant  white  color.  They  stand  out  with  the  ability  to
simultaneously connect to two devices, an impressively low latency of 40ms, and the versatility of operating modes - wireless and wired.
Additionally, thanks to the noise reduction feature, they ensure clear and undisturbed connections. The sleek finish and powerful 40mm
diameter speakers complete the whole, creating a product that will satisfy the most demanding users.
 
Simultaneous Connection
Thunderobot Shadow Wing HL504 headphones are incredibly versatile. With the ability to connect to two devices at the same time, the
headphones are perfect for everyday use.
 
Minimal Latency
Thanks to the amazingly low latency of 40ms, Thunderobot HL504 headphones guarantee crystal-clear sound in real-time. This makes
them not only suitable for listening to music but also for gaming or watching movies.
 
Versatility of Applications
Do you love freedom but don't  want to give up the reliability  of  a cable at  crucial  moments? Thunderobot Shadow Wing HL504 is  the
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answer to your needs. The headphones can be used both wirelessly and with a cable, adapting to your lifestyle.
 
Noise Reduction During Calls
Communication is key, which is why Thunderobot HL504 is equipped with noise reduction technology during calls. Phone conversations
become clearer, and your words reach the interlocutor without any disturbances, regardless of the surroundings.
 
Interesting Details
Not only technology, but also the design is top-notch. The white finish combined with 40mm diameter speakers makes the Thunderobot
Shadow  Wing  HL504  look  incredibly  stylish.  The  Thunderobot  brand  pays  attention  to  every,  even  the  smallest  detail,  delivering  a
product that is both functional and elegant.
 
 
Specifications
BrandThunderobot
ModelHL504
ColorWhite
Speaker Size40mm
Latency40ms

Preço:

Antes: € 47.5026

Agora: € 40.50

Jogos, Headphones
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